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Verse 1:
B           G#        F#          E
I feel so stupid now that we are apart
B            G#
You ve got a boyfriend
F#               E
Ive got a broken heart
B             G#
Im glad youre happy
   F#              E           B
I know he plays on varsity but
             G#        F#              E                   F#
Do you still miss me when everything is quiet in your room?
Chorus:
                      G#              E
If you could give me one more chance I swear
          B                  F#
Id give anything to be with you
                   G#          E 
If you could only turn my way again
               B                
Dont fall in love with someone new
Someone new
B           G#          F#            E
One lonely Sunday will you drop by my home
B            G#             F#              E       B
Wipe off the tears I shed since I have been alone
                    G#
Lay your head on my shoulder
       F#           E      B
Thats all I need to go on
          G#             F#              E
Just one last moment of looking in your eyes
[Chorus:]
F#                    G#              E
If you could give me one more chance I swear
          B                     F#
Id give anything to be with you
                   G#          E 
If you could only turn my way again
               B                
Dont fall in love with someone new...
Someone new...



[Chorus:Single Strummed]
F#                    G#              E
If you could give me one more chance I swear
          B                  F#
Id give anything to be with you
[Pick up strumming]
                   G#          E 
If you could only turn my way again
               B                
Dont fall in love with someone new
Someone new
[Chorus:Normal]
F#                    G#              E
If you could give me one more chance I swear
          B                  F#
Id give anything to be with you
                   G#          E 
If you could only turn my way again
               B                
Dont fall in love with someone new
B           G#    F#   E
Someone new

B  G#  F#  E


